
Union Investment / InvestmentAktuell – ‘Da5 Le6en 2ählt’  

Task 

Every year Union Investment invites the directors of partner banks to its ‘InvestmentAktuell’ 
flagship event.  This year, on 23 May, the asset management company welcomed more than 
250 guests to its traditional congress and evening gala at Frankfurt’s Palmengarten. insglück 
has been staging the traditional event since 2011. As always, it was necessary to develop a motto 
reflecting the key message and a concept that allowed the audience to both visualise and 
experience it. 

Basis 

Times, dates, telephone numbers, platform numbers, train and flight numbers, anniversaries, 
birthdays… We are surrounded by numbers every day. They mean different things to different 
people. Some numbers make us happy; others make us concerned. Union Investment launched 
a new and emotionally engaging brand campaign with a focus on numbers being a part of our 
lives.  

Idea 

The campaign provided the perfect starting point for a memorable event concept.  We broke 
away from the rationality of numbers to show how they always guide us and surround us.  
According to the motto of “Da5 Le6en 2ählt” (life counts), we translated the tenor of the 
campaign into a captivating live format by creating a multi-sensory experience that delivered 
profound insights into life itself and the numbers in our lives – designed to amaze, amuse and 
inspire.  

At the congress exciting and inspiring personalities shared their wisdom on the meaning of life 
and numbers. At the evening gala four different acts portrayed the main aspects of life that we 
know, experience and value. The ‘Book of Life’ was the symbolic central element on the stage 
throughout the show. 

Implementation  

At the congress during the day four people from very different walks of life – a politician, a 
philosopher, a clergyman and an astrophysicist – shared insights into what numbers mean to 
them in their lives. They were Professor Norbert Lammert (retired Federal President), 
Professor Richard David Precht (publicist and best-selling author), Dr Notker Wolf (former 
Abbot Primate of the Benedictine order) and Dr Dirk Soltau (astrophysicist).  

 



At the evening gala we addressed the issue of what really counts in life. Despite all our 
differences, we are all united in our desire for time, love, friendship and community. 

We interpreted life in four chapters: humorous, passionate and spectacular. 

The symbolic central element on the stage was the ‘Book of Life’, which summarised the most 
important chapters of the dramatic composition: 

I. Satirically, we demonstrated to the audience how much time we waste instead of living. 
Werner Brix read about the meaning of life from Enyclopedia Niavaranica, a hilarious factual 
account of how much time we waste doing unimportant things. II. The MainTenanT duo 
performed an artistic dance portraying the love of a couple. III. IHOR and robot M-R0061 
combined high-tech with acrobatics in an impressive demonstration of digital empathy, 
opening a new chapter of friendship. IV. With their gentle yet powerful voices, the Scala & 
Kolacny Brothers Choir interpreted the concept of community, ending their performance and 
closing the chapter with an intonation of the campaign song ‘Immer noch fühlen’ by 
Revolverheld. 

A fast-paced sound and media show accompanied the stage performances, from big bang to 
digital future. 

Result 

Guests gave the concept a top 1.0 rating in the post-event survey. But numbers aren’t 
everything! Events like this cannot be expressed exclusively in empirical terms. The most 
important things about them are always the underlying stories and emotions. The evening 
event prompted spontaneous comments from members of the audience such as “The most 
awesome event ever”, “Touching and inspiring” and “You can't top that!”  Impressive proof 
that there's more to Union Investment than numbers! 

 

 


